
DE S CRIP T ION

Binic is the name of a small lighthouse on the coast of Brittany, the region the
designer Ionna Vautrin comes from, which is the inspiring theme of this small table
lamp lled with character. Its colorful and unusual shape whets the imagination
and is immediumtely appealing. The round glossy nish upper volume is
supported by a conical satin nish base, casting an intense and uniform spotlight
downwards. With its palette of 6 trendy colours, Binic is in tune with the
personality of whoever chooses his or her favourite version and it blends in
seamlessly with a range of domestic environments and styles: a study, a child’s or
an adult’s bedroom or a personal corner in a living room. A packaging designed by
Ionna Vautrin herself, unique and fun like the lamp itself, suggests Binic as a “take
away” object, to be given away as a present, or for personal use.

MAT E RIALS

Batch-dyed ABS and polycarbonate

COLORS

Anthracite, White, Blue, Yellow, Pink,
Aquamarine, Be Colour! 01, Be Colour! 02,
Be Colour! 03, Be Colour! 04, Be Colour! 05

Binic, tavolo
by Ionna Vautrin



Table lamp with direct light. Matt batch-dyed ABS base with metal ballast inside, upper part in glossy nish batch-dyed ABS
with a white parabola and di user inside it, both in polycarbonate. ON/OFF switch on the transparent cable.
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Batch-dyed ABS and polycarbonate
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IONNA VAU T RIN

After multiple European partnerships, and
after receiving the “Grand Prix de la
Création” in Paris in 2011, she opened her
own studio, with an ambition to design
immediate yet surprising objects,
distinguished by the merger of industry and
poetry.

Examples of this philosophy include the
Binic table lamp, a small, friendly household
spotlight, and the Chouchin family of lamps,
with simple, familiar and complementary
shapes and colours.
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